REMARK. The proof of this theorem gives an algorithmic procedure for expressing an integer as a norm in a quadratic field.
PROOF. There exists 2 an integral matrix S with the property that S^AS is the companion matrix / 0 Ij \-det,4 trAj of A. Since the companion matrix has the characteristic vectors (1, a)', (1, a'/ the matrix 7*= (a a') has the property that T-1 S~1AST=(« a ,). Apply then the same similarity also to B and to L, i.e. to (*). Let the outcome of this be denoted by then / 2 , / 3 are elements in 0(a).
Apply the similarity defined by T' 1 to L (a) . The result must be rational. A straightforward computation using the fact that a, a' = -~|(tr A±yjm), with ra=(tr A % -4 det A), shows that (2) = -m^f tr A(l z -/ 2 ) -^(7, + 4)] = rational.
In virtue of (1) From (1), (3) 
